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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
August 19, 2011
Gallery Nucleus and Simon & Schuster present

ZOMBIE IN LOVE
September 3–26, 2011
Prom-Themed Reception: September 3rd, 7–10 pm
Scott C will be in attendance to meet and greet fans.
Alhambra, CA—Gallery Nucleus is pleased to present ZOMBIE IN LOVE, a book release and art exhibition showcasing paintings by Scott C.
Join us as we follow the lovable zombie, Mortimer, on his search for a date to the Cupid’s Ball. He tries wooing girls with worminfested chocolates, bloody human hearts, and stunning diamond rings (with fingers still intact), but nothing seems to impress
the ladies. When Mortimer places an ad in the newspaper in the hopes of finding a sweetheart, will he finally meet the love of
his afterlife?
Find out as Nucleus presents an exhibition of charming illustrations straight from Scott C’s forthcoming children’s book, Zombie
in Love, written by bestselling author Kelly DiPucchio. The featured artwork from the book’s pages, old favorites from Scott C’s
previous Nucleus shows, and copies of the book will all be available for purchase. The artist will be in attendance to greet fans
and sign copies of the new release.
RECEPTION DETAILS
+ Meet and greet artist Scott C
+ Free admission
+ Zombie-inspired refreshments
+ Dress in zombie/prom attire to win prizes
ABOUT THE ARTIST
Scott Campbell (Scott C) is a maker of paintings, illustrations, comics, kid’s books and video games. He began at Lucas Learning as concept artist on children’s video games, then joined Double Fine Productions as art director on such games as Psychonauts and Brutal Legend. Scott has also published numerous comics and created paintings that have appeared in galleries
and publications worldwide. Some of his most notable projects include the GREAT SHOWDOWNS series, “Igloo Head and
Tree Head” series, Double Fine Action Comics, and Hickee Comics. Scott lives in New York City.
More of Scott C’s work may be viewed here: pyramidcar.com
Nucleus’s Zombie in Love event page: bit.ly/scottczombieinlove
Simon & Schuster’s website: kids.simonandschuster.com
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to be a welcoming gathering place for the art-loving
community by offering quality art, art-related goods,
and rarities. Focusing primarily on gallery exhibits, we
have also held benefit auctions, product signings, music
events, and artist lectures.
After three and a half years, we moved one block
east to a much larger and more dynamic space. Still in
the heart of quaint downtown Alhambra, we reopened
in March of 2008 with over 2,000 square feet of open
gallery space, 1,000 square feet of shop/boutique, and
over 3,000 square feet of studio/production space.
Having exhibited both local artists and artists from
abroad, and catering to an international customer base,
we offer an extensive collection of original contemporary,
illustrated, graphic, commercial, and narrative art. (All
of which are carefully cataloged online on our website.)
Always open to the public, we welcome art collectors
and the general public alike to visit us seven days a week.
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